
INSPIRED BY THE FAMOUS MAYAN PILARS,
THE LOVE OF NATURE,
AND THE SPIRITUALITY 
OF THE MAYAN CULTURETHE MAIA HOUSE EDITION



CREATING THE

PERFECT VIBE



IT TAKES A TEAM



OUR CHEF
Chef Hillary Fernandez from Holguin, Cuba creates a chef-driven concept where the creation 
of her dishes draws inspiration from multicultural and international cuisine. Her passion for 
food and gastronomy was born at home in her childhood years, which then turned into the 
dream of becoming a chef. She studied at Johnson and Wales where she received her 
Associates degree in Culinary Arts and a Bachelors in Business Management; she also spent 
some time in Spain adding value to her international cuisine knowledge. Chef Hillary is always 
open to new ideas and using a team effort in her kitchen creates a unique culinary experience 
for our guests. for our guests. 

“The best part of being a chef is being able to create things that don’t exist.” Chef Hillary 
Fernandez.



OUR MIXOLOGIST
Barbara Correa, born in Venezuela, truly has a passion for creating extraordinary 
cocktails. Aside from garnishes and shakers, possessing qualities such as 
confidence and a great personality which are influential components behind the 
bar. She fell in love with the art of crafting unique cocktails. Her experience and 
development of her career led her to specialize in a molecular technique 
certification that she now uses for implementing tricks at the bar. Her passion flows 
through in each unique cocktail to amaze every guest! 

“Inte“Interacting with guests is an integral part of the process when elaborating each 
cocktail.” Barbara Correa



THE ATTENTION IS 

IN THE DETAILS



SOME OF OUR

EDBL FAVORITES



ELEVATING THE

SEAFOOD GAME



Maia House located in the historic and elegant Coral Gables offers savory and unique cuisine in its 
high scale Mayan-inspired elegance. Maia House, inspired by the famous Mayan Pillars, the love of 
nature, and the spirituality of Mayan culture offers a chef-driven dining concept with Mexican 
influences and International family-style dining in a modern contemporary setting and welcoming 
environment. You’ll experience a truly unique casual elegant dining experience; the extraordinary 
chef provides a savory twist to each dish. Enjoy Maia’s wonderful dishes perfectly paired with our 
signature drinks that complement our delectable dishes. Maia House has a full bar with unique 
signature cosignature cocktails focused on the art molecular mixology, also offering a wide selection of fine 
wine, bubbles and beers. The venue also has a beautiful space for you to host your next private 
event! Maia House is one of the restaurants of Colibri Mexican Group with acclaimed and proven 
experience as restaurateurs in Mexico and the USA.

ABOUT 

https://www.maiarestaurant.com
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